Terms and conditions for the Dis-Chem 200th store-opening celebratory campaign
1.

The promotors of the campaign are Discovery Vitality (Pty) Ltd (“Vitality”) and Dis-Chem Pharmacies (“DisChem”).

2.

The campaign will run from 21 October 2021 to 11 November 2021. The closing date of the campaign is
midnight 11 November 2021.

3.

Participants of the campaign are required to reside in South Africa.

4.

The campaign is open to qualifying Discovery Vitality Health and Vitality Active members with HealthyCare
and Vitality Active Rewards active or to qualifying Discovery Bank clients with Vitality Money who have
HealthyCare activated.

5.

Entrants need to be the main member, spouse, adult dependants or child dependant over the age of
18 (eighteen) years on the Vitality policy or a primary accountholder with one of the following Discovery
Bank qualifying products:
5.1 Discovery Bank Platinum or Black Card Account
5.2 Discovery Bank Gold, Platinum, Black or Purple Suite.

6.

To participate in the campaign and be 1 (one) of 10 (ten) members rewarded with 20 000 (twenty thousand)
Discovery Miles, qualifying participants need to do the following during the campaign period:
6.1 Activate HealthyCare at Dis-Chem and link their Dis-Chem Loyalty Benefit card to Vitality
6.2 Purchase qualifying HealthyCare items in store at Dis-Chem and swipe their Dis-Chem Loyalty Benefit
card upon purchase
6.3 When purchasing online at Dis-Chem, qualifying participants need to register their details online. One
of the fields they need to complete is the medical scheme number to link their benefit and the online
purchase.

7.

After the closing date, all eligible members will be entered into the random draw where ten winners will
be chosen.
7.1 The prize winners will be drawn randomly from the qualifying entries by Vitality, and the winners will
be contacted by 25 November 2021 by either telephone or email or both. Should either of the winners
not respond within 5 (five) days, alternative winners will be chosen.
7.2 There will be ten winners chosen, each receiving 20 000 (twenty thousand) Discovery Miles.
7.3 The prize winners will get 20 000 Discovery Miles allocated to either their Vitality Active Rewards
Discovery Miles account if they are a member with Vitality Health only or into their Discovery Bank
Discovery Miles Account if they are a Discovery Bank client with Vitality Money. If the winner has Vitality
Health and is also a client on the previous Discovery Card first issued before the launch of Discovery
Bank, the Discovery Miles will be allocated into their Discovery Card Discovery Miles account.
7.4 The 20 000 Discovery Miles will be allocated by 30 November 2021.
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8.

Data pulled for the purposes of the campaign and awarding of Discovery Miles will be based on the
confirmation of successful purchase of HealthyCare items from Dis-Chem within the specified competition
dates by the main member, spouse, adult dependants or child dependant over the age of 18 (eighteen)
years on the Vitality policy or of the primary accountholder with a qualifying Discovery Bank product.

9.

The participants may be required to appear and be identified on the Vitality social media pages at no fee to
them. The awarded participants can decline the option of appearing or being mentioned on the Vitality
social media pages and will not forfeit the Discovery Miles should they elect to do so.

10. Discovery Miles for members with Vitality Health only will be allocated to the member’s Vitality Active
Rewards Discovery Miles account and Discovery Bank clients with Vitality Money will receive their allocation
in their Discovery Miles account through Discovery Bank. Vitality Health members without Vitality Money
cannot exchange Discovery Miles for cash or transfer them to anyone else.
11. Any violation or attempt to violate any of the rules will result in immediate disqualification of the
transgressor.
12. We reserve the right to revise, alter or terminate the campaign with immediate effect. In such event, all
entrants hereby waive any rights which they may have against Vitality and acknowledge that they will have
no recourse or claim of any nature against Vitality or any entity of the Discovery Group of companies.
13. If required as a result of legislation or other legal reasons, the promoters reserve the right to terminate this
campaign immediately. In the event of such termination, all participants agree to waive any rights that they
may have in terms of this offer and acknowledge that they will have no recourse against the promoters or
their agents.
14. Any personal data relating to the participants will be used in accordance with the Protection of Personal
Information Act 04 of 2013 (“POPI”) or comparable legislation or process of materially similar levels
of protection.
14.1 In terms of POPI, participants have the right to object in the prescribed manner to the processing of
their personal data for purposes of this competition. Participants who wish to object to the processing
of their personal data for purposes of this competition may email their Vitality membership/ bank
account number and the date range of the competition to KVHRCompetition@discovery.co.za during
the competition period.
15. The promoters do not take any responsibility and shall not be held liable for any loss, injury or damage of
any nature caused as a result of the participants who use the above-mentioned prize.
16. Employees of Vitality and Discovery Group are not eligible to enter this competition; this includes
individuals who are directors, partners, employees, agents of, or consultants to the Promoters or any of the
Discovery Group of companies or any other similarly connected individual.
17. Any error or omission that may occur on any material issued by Discovery relating to the competition or
prize is subject to correction by Discovery without liability.
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18. By entering this competition, participants agree to the terms and conditions set out this document, the
Vitality Active Rewards terms and conditions, the Vitality main rules and the Vitality privacy statement.
19. Participants can obtain a copy of the Vitality main rules here.
Keep up to date with the latest news from Vitality:
Download the

Discovery app

If you have any questions or need more information about this benefit, please visit www.discovery.co.za.
Keep up to date with the latest news from Vitality: follow Discovery Vitality on
Not a Vitality member? Visit www.discovery.co.za or SMS “Vitality” to 48030 to join.
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